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- Controllable interpolation system for SMT
  - Flexible in **Size & Strength**
  - **Compact and readable** summaries
- Automatic adjustment of abstraction using different theories
  - **Theory Refinement**
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1. **Symbolic Encoding**: Initial entire encoding.
   - **Term(s)** to refine
   - **Safe/Unsafe**: Symbolic Encoding

2. **Binding**: Safe/Unsafe
   - **OpenSMT**: Theory Refinement
   - **Safe/Unsafe**: OpenSMT

3. **Counter-example validator**: Sequence of all terms
   - **Term vs CEX**: UNSAT
   - **Safe/Unsafe**: Counter-example

4. **Refiner**: SAT + model
   - **Safe/Unsafe**: OpenSMT

5. **OpenSMT**: Precise theory
   - **Safe/Unsafe**: OpenSMT

6. **OpenSMT**: Initial entire encoding
   - **Safe/Unsafe**: OpenSMT

7. **Unsafe + Counter-example**: Unsatisfiable
   - **Safe/Unsafe**: Unsafe

Program + Assertions

- **Do Nothing!**
http://verify.inf.usi.ch/hifrog/

Looking forward to seeing you at poster sessions!